The only robotic accountant
for invoice processing
companies need.
Who should be interested in our solution?

Fully automated end-to-end
solution for processing of
incoming invoices. dInvoiceBot
saves capacity or even eliminates
the need of having an accounts
payable accountant and helps
reduce time from receipt of an
invoice until its full posting in the
accounting system.

Companies with high volumes of received
invoices that are willing to increase efficiency
of their processes

Companies looking for AI use-case, struggling with
the invoicing process

Companies fed-up with BPO invoice processing,
that want to take back control of the invoicing
process

Companies with already implemented RPA however,
non-utilized potential of End-to-End automation for
invoice processing

Solution design
Ingesting invoices from any source such as e-mail,
shared drives, ftp servers. Invoices can be received
in various formats (pdf, jpg, zip files and others).

OCR

Optical character recognition of incoming invoices and
their transformation to a machine readable format.

AI matching

AI driven data extraction
of required data fields
from invoices with
human validation.
Deloitte ensures 100%
accuracy.

Business
rules

Workflow
approval

ERP posting

Human
validation

Business rules are set based on each company’s needs.
Business rules ensures efficient processing of each
invoice and allow 3-way matching with purchase order
and receipt.

Client
approval

Approval of each invoice
based on a defined
approval matrix in a user
friendly interface.

Fully automated posting of approved invoices
in the company’s ERP system.

Tech startups

Input data

dInvoiceBot comparison to other solutions
Component
Solution

Total*
Gathering data

Processing data

Technology + inhouse
accountant

0.5 EUR + 5 min
of human validation

3 - 6 EUR

~ 4 - 7 EUR + 5 min
of human validation

BPO

1 EUR

3 - 6 EUR

~ 4 - 7 EUR

dinvoiceBot

1 EUR

1 EUR

* All prices are calculated per invoice

Business case
Assumptions
•• Implementation cost €25,000
•• Cost per invoice €1

•• Cost of 1 AP accountant €2,000/month
•• 2 AP accountants needed

Model scenario: 1 000 invoices per month
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Investment to be amortised

Results after implementing dInvoiceBot
•• Payback period of 9 months
•• Savings in the 1st year €11,000
•• Saving in the 2nd and following years €36,000
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